
Join GDST students from across the nation for a fortnight of 
events designed to give you a hearty farewell from school 
and an exciting introduction to the next phase of your life 
journey. Expect inspiring keynote talks, exciting university 
seminars on your course choices, useful workshops and 
unique opportunities to make meaningful connections.

Have a look at what is on each day at 1pm and 3pm, read the 
event descriptions and then head to GDSTLife to sign up. 
At 3pm choose between a University Bridging seminar, an 
opportunity to delve into a theme at a university level, or a 
Real World ready workshop where you can learn a new skill or 
discover a new passion. 

You are welcome to join any event that is of interest to 
you, regardless of your course choices. Feed your curiosity, 
nourish your mind and join as many sessions as you would 
like. We look forward to welcoming you. 

Once you have signed up, you will receive a receipt that 
will provide you with a timetable for the fortnight. Joining 
instructions will follow in your emails from each event 
organiser at least 24 hours ahead of the session.

LIMITLESS LEARNING FORTNIGHT
7TH - 18TH JUNE 2021

https://forms.gle/sX3g2mByxidcNeLSA


MONDAY 7TH JUNE

1pm Keynote Sessions Mental Toughness Penny Mallory is a former Rally Champion and leading authority on Mental 
Toughness. She turned her life around from a homeless runaway to become the 
first woman in the world to drive for Ford in the World Rally Championship. 
So, how did she do that, and why is this relevant to you?

3pm Bridging Timetable

PPE Democracy and Dictatorship – and some things in-between

Law Preparing to study Law. (Part 1, Part 2 on 16th June)

History Holding History: Museums and material culture as a portal to the past

Marketing Driving business success

International Relations How to discipline a sovereign state

Psychology University Bridging Seminar

Criminology The Economics of Crime

Geology and Earth Sciences The Geology of Mars

Design and Architecture Tools of Thought: how spaces affect thinking, feeling, being…

Real World Ready

Theatre and Performance Bridging Seminar

Biology and Biological Sciences The Evolution of the Human Species

Dance The history of Jazz dance through Musical Theatre and the Healthy Dancer (Part 1) 

Physics The Science and Philosophy of Sci Fi - Time

Do I need to live on baked beans? Managing your finances 

Mobile Journalism using your smartphone

LIMITLESS LEARNING

1.40pm Bridging Timetable

Graduate Top Tips



TUESDAY 8TH JUNE

1pm Keynote Sessions City Social 1 Meet GDST students going to live, study and work in (or near!) the city you’ll 
be moving to

3pm Bridging Timetable

Theology Do “Black Lives Matter” to God?

Psychology An exploration of social constructionism within psychology

French “La Grandeur et la Décadence de l’Empire Français”

Spanish A real taste of a Cambridge University oral examination

Graphic Design Essential Design skills

English, Classics, Film & Theatre What a Joke: Humour Theory and Why We Laugh

Computer Science University Bridging Seminar

Real World Ready

Biochemistry and Pharmacology The Role of Biologists in Early Drug Discovery: Studying Diseases of Ageing

Classical Studies Doomed to fail: the impossible task of creating art in Ovidian poetry (Part 1)

Sport and Sport Science An investigation into the Cenral Governor theory - mind over matter

Criminology Does criminal profiling work or is it just good TV?

Academic Integrity at University

Cooking low cost delicious and easy meals at university

LIMITLESS LEARNING

So, that gap year…

Strategies to avoid procastination and develop good habits 

Be Confident with Research 



WEDNESDAY 9TH JUNE

1pm Keynote Sessions Subject Social 1 Meet GDST Year 13s planning to take the same uni subject, career or 
apprenticeship as you

3pm Bridging Timetable

Policing Apprenticeship and post-grad opportunities in the police 

International Business 
Management Seminar

Theology CSI Jerusalem – Evidence for the Resurrection

Physics and Astronomy Time Dilation and Special Relativity 

Biology and Genetics Cancer - Myths vs Reality

History Everything You Wanted To Know About History But Were Too Afraid To Ask

English Literature Deconstructing Dystopia

Real World Ready

Art History Elements of painting

English Literature Postmodern Literature: Memory and rememory (Part 1) 

Veterinary Medicine Veterinary Parasitology: To worm or not to worm? 

Early Years and Primary Education Join a primary school head teacher to discuss this fantastic career

French Understanding the tensions between French police and France’s youth

The Trial of O.J. Simpson (Part 1) 

Transitioning from school to university sport

LIMITLESS LEARNING

Maximising Your Impact

Academic Integrity at University

An introduction to some of the key ideas in International Business Management



THURSDAY 10TH JUNE

1pm Keynote Sessions Enjoy the Journey Managing your mind in times of transition

3pm Bridging Timetable

Medicine Problem Based Learning at Medical Schools

History

Physics: Physics for YOUR future Covering topics that you may not have encountered during A-Levels

Mathematics, Physics & Astronomy     Partial Differentiation

Linguistics & Film

Chemistry Electrons, Waves, Bonding and Mechanisms

Studying German at University

A study of Cesare Lombroso - 19th Century ‘degeneracy’

Subtitling and dubbing for film and TV

Studying English at University Join this seminar if you are planning to study English at university. (4pm start time)

Real World Ready

Biomedical Science Gender science: why being a woman is bad for your health

Classical Studies Doomed to fail: the impossible task of creating art in Ovidian poetry (Part 2)

Politics, Sociology, Law & Philosophy Justice: What’s the right thing to do?

Environmental Science 39 Ways to Save the Planet

Spanish for beginners. Will I be able to get by in a Spanish speaking country?

When the party’s over and you need a chicken tikka masala

LIMITLESS LEARNING

Personal Safety for women 

Mobile Journalism using your smartphone

Product Design Problem solving with impoverished communities

Sociology and Social Sciences How globalisation in the media is reshaping our lives

Spanish “Roma”, a film by Alfonso Cuarón

Limitless Leadership (Part 1) 

Join this seminar if you are planning to study German at university



FRIDAY 11TH JUNE

1pm Keynote Sessions Bring it on! Becoming an awesome university student

3pm Bridging Timetable
English Literary Modernism

Veterinary Seminar Intro to vet school

Real World Ready

Classical Studies Ancient Near East

Philosophy Is it possible to live an authentic life when we are ‘condemned to be free?’

So, that gap year…

Help!  I’ve got a hole in my pocket, how can I manage my finances better?

LIMITLESS LEARNING



MONDAY 14TH JUNE

1pm Keynote Sessions City Social 1 Meet GDST students going to live, study and work in (or near!) the city you’ll be 
moving to next year. Make new friends ahead of your big move, ready to support 
you as you start your exciting new chapter. Sign up and you’ll receive joining 
instructions to this virtual meet. 

3pm Bridging Timetable

Physics Special Relativity

Music Approaches to musical analysis

Politics and American Studies America is not broken - it was built this way.  

Nutrition Diet through the centuries: ‘Stone age to Obese age’ 

Criminology and History The significance of the Mangrove Nine

Maths and Computer Science Artificial Intelligence and Machine learning. 

Italian Postwar Italian Cinema: Italian Neorealism 

Real World Ready

Archaeology and Anthropology A Guide to Becoming Human

Dance The history of Jazz dance through Musical Theatre and the Healthy Dancer (Part 2)

Marine Biology How are Plastics interfering with Marine Biogeochemical Systems and Species?

The Trial of O.J Simpson (Part 2) 

Classical music’s greatest hits

LIMITLESS LEARNING

Do I need to live on baked beans? Managing your finances 

Climate Change & Sustainability: From learning to action

Communication skills: from reel to real (managing the lockdown transition)

English Putting the Earth First: Overcoming the Human Ego in Nature Poetry 

Classical Studies University Bridging Seminar

How Megatrends are changing the world of work and how is this impacting the way we work at PwC



TUESDAY 15TH JUNE

1pm Keynote Sessions Subject Social 1 Meet GDST Year 13s planning to take the same uni subject, career or apprenticeship as you

3pm Bridging Timetable

Medicine Flying start for Medics

Sport and Sport Science Exploring a dissertation in sport

International Relations Why has peace keeping failed in resolving the Arab/Israeli conflict?

Physics The Science and Philosophy of Sci Fi - Teleportation  

Neuroscience

Zoology

Where electricity becomes human

How animal pathogens can cause global pandemics

Linguistics and Film Subtitling and dubbing for film and TV

Spanish Exploring satire in the film ‘Bienvenido Mr Marshall’

Chemistry Extension to A-levels and a history into drug design

English Literature The Language of Literature: Analysing Texts at a Micro Level

Drama and Theatre University Bridging Course

Real World Ready

Architecture

Business, Finance, Management 
and Economics

Between buildings. Where does Architecture stop & start?

Join this university bridging seminar led by PwC

Classical Studies Doomed to fail: the impossible task of creating art in Ovidian poetry (Part 3)

Earth Sciences and Geography Snowball Earth or Slushball Earth?

Hey Citizen! How to be an awesome member of society. Make a difference in the world

Be Confident with Research

LIMITLESS LEARNING

Life hacks and interior design for your university room



WEDNESDAY 16TH JUNE

1pm Bridging Timetable
English Literature Postmodern Literature: Memory and rememory (Part 2) 

Oceanography Thermohaline Circulation Shut Down: What would this mean for us?

Law Preparing to study Law. (Part 2)

Education Becoming a teacher

Fashion The history of the corset

Medicine Talk to a first year medic and army doctor

LIMITLESS LEARNING

3pm Keynote Sessions GDST Graduation Assembly One of a Kind, Part of the Family



THURSDAY 17TH JUNE

11am Bridging Timetable

Real World Ready

Philosophy and Religious Studies Comparative Religion and the Historical Lens

Stand out applications for summer or gap year jobs

LIMITLESS LEARNING

Limitless Leadership (Part 2)



LIMITLESS LEARNING FORTNIGHT
SESSION DESCRIPTIONS



MONDAY 7TH JUNE LIMITLESS LEARNING

Mental Toughness

PPE

Law

History

Marketing

International Relations

Psychology

Criminology

Geology and Earth Sciences
Design and Architecture

Theatre and Performance

Biology and Biological Sciences

Dance

Physics

Do I need to live on baked 
beans? Managing your finances 

Mobile Journalism using 
your smartphone

1pm

3pm

1.40pm

In this session, Penny Mallory, former Rally Champion, will share her own story and reveal her Mental Toughness formula to help you develop 
confidence, resilience, commitment, determination and focus so you’re better equipped to meet insane targets, crazy deadlines and thrive under 
extreme pressure. Penny will set you a challenge to start building your resilience immediately!
The Mentally Tough prosper and succeed in today’s fast pace of crisis, change, uncertainty and innovation. With increased Mental Toughness we can 
learn to manage the stress and pressures we all face, every day. This is one session not to miss!

Looking at the origins of Jazz dance right through to Musical Theatre as we know it today. We will also look at how to remain a healthy dancer 
through nutrition and bory awareness. Please note this is a two part course, taking place on 7th & 14th June.

Fire gave us power. Farming made us hungry for more. Money gave us purpose. Science made us deadly. This is the thrilling account of the 
extraordinary history of the human species – from insignificant apes to rulers of the world.

We will be discussing crime in terms of risk and rewards, punishment and incentives: how is crime an economic problem? 

A view from a teacher (but not an architect) on how spaces affect us

A virtual trip to see the largest volcano in the Solar System and more

An exploration of how historians use archaeology and anthropology to analyse the everyday objects of the past and its people.

Exploring the methods open to governments and organizations to intervene when other countries have ‘got it wrong’

A two part introduction that aims to demystify how to read and interpret a law case before handing over to you to run a moot - a mock court hearing 
that will provide the opportunity for you to test your logic and presentation skills. The course will be supported by the GDST legal team with their 
experience of law in practice.  Please ensure you sign up to both sessions.

If you’re interested in business, psychology or social studies, then this is a degree for you. Join this seminar to discuss this creative buisness-focuseed 
subject. An introduction to Marketing. 

The relativistic underpinnings and ethical implications of time travel and its presentation in science fiction

A discussion of what makes a country a democracy, or a dictatorship – and what to think about the (many) countries that fall “in-between”

Join this seminar if you are planning to study Psychology at univeristy

In this seminar, we will explore a broad range of theatre-related specialisms designed to prepare you (and whet your appetite!) for studying Theatre 
and Performance at university. In particular, we will consider the importance of the relationship between theory and practice. The seminar will look at 
the ideas and features of: key practitioners, theatrical genres, performance analysis and recommended reading and viewing. This will be a very brief 
but focused session, providing a springboard to undergraduate study.

Hints and tips for managing your banking and finances at university and beyond.

A short course to get you started making professional films with minimal kit.

Graduate Top Tips Delivered by current students and recent graduates, this interactive talk explores top tips and advice for making the transition to university life. 
Suitable for post-16 students at all stages, stereotypes and myths surrounding higher education are tackled head-on, alongside an exploration of 
frequent worries and concerns students may have before going to university.



Exploring the methods open to governments and organizations to intervene when other countries have ‘got it wrong’

TUESDAY 8TH JUNE LIMITLESS LEARNING

City Social 1

Sport and Sport Science

Graphic Design

English, Classics, Film & Theatre

Psychology

French

Theology

Criminology

Classical Studies

Academic Integrity at University

Biochemistry and Pharmacology

Spanish

Computer Science

Cooking low cost delicious and 
easy meals at university

Strategies to avoid procrastin-
ation and develop good habits 

1pm

3pm

Meet GDST students going to live, study and work in (or near!) the city you’ll be moving to next year. Make new friends ahead of your big move, 
ready to support you as you start your exciting new chapter. Sign up and you’ll receive joining instructions to this virtual meet. 

Diseases of ageing, especially neurodegenerative diseases, pose a huge challenge for modern medicine. Biologists, chemists and pharmacologists in 
the pharmaceutical industry work as a team in order to tackle unmet health needs in patients, going from the test tube to the clinic. This session will 
focus on the role of biologists in the early drug discovery process and how this can lead to finding new drugs for neurodegenerative diseases.

This course will look at the theme of ‘the artist’ as it appears in three mythic epsiodes across Ovid’s epic poem “The Metamorphoses”. We will 
consider the context to Ovid’s writing, linguistic detail and thematic analysis. This is over three sessions Tuesday 8th, Thursday 10th and Tuesday 15th 
June. 

This is a seminar for anyone interested in studying Computer Science at university. Some of the topics to be covered are as follows: beyond the offer: 
I will suggest educational resources that will help you to prepare for the first year of your degree over the summer holidays. Do’s and don’ts: How 
to conduct yourself in interviews and get computer science related work experience. Fact or Fiction: Debunking some myths and uncovering some 
truths about life as a computer science student at university. Work-life balance: Find out how your personal timetable may compare to your peers 
studying non-computer science related degrees.

Does criminal profiling work or is it just good TV?

The American writer and humourist E. B. White once observed that ‘humor can be dissected, as a frog can, but the thing dies in the process and the 
innards are discouraging to any but the pure scientific mind’. This seminar proposes to do just that -- to take a scalpel to humour, dissect it and see 
how it works. Humour, after all, is not only another literary feature, but the defining feature of many important genres, and a central component of 
how humans interact with and relate to each other. We will explore the history of Humour Theory from Aristotle to Freud, and look at four different 
models purporting to explain why we laugh at a given joke. The fundamental, guiding question we will ask in this seminar is: why is this funny?

An exploration of the development of the French Empire, colonialism and its lasting legacy.

Intro to G.D. with lots of advice and tips with links to essential basic design skills. Further reading and research links too.

“Society holds the key to understanding human nature”.  Can we breakdown these socially constructed barriers that we face on a daily basis?

Dynamic and fluent discussion of extracts taken from Cambridge oral examinations about a huge variety of topics such as politics, technology, social 
and environmental issues or the latest news.   

The central governor theory has recently been proposed as a general model to explain the phenomenon of performance fatigue, but is this accurate?

After all the campaigning about Black Lives Matter this year, it would be good to look at Black Theologies of Liberation. Does Christianity have 
something to say about racial discrimination?

Ensuring good academic practice to avoid cheating, collusion and copying with a basic intro to referencing styles and overview of ‘contract cheating’

You will develop your understanding of food and nutrition, learning how to make quick, easy to prepare and well-balanced meals that are low cost 
and delicious.

Developing atomic habits, leading to change in your life outcomes from small changes!

Be Confident with Research Start your life as a university student with an advantage. Using case studies look at how to read broadly and critically and how to feel confident in your 
research from the beginning of your course.



WEDNESDAY 9TH JUNE LIMITLESS LEARNING

Subject Social 1

Veterinary Medicine

Physics and Astronomy

History

Policing

International Business 
Management

The Trial of O.J. Simpson 
(Part 1) 

Biology and Genetics

French

English Literature

Transitioning from school
to university sport

Art History

Theology

English Literature

Maximising Your Impact
Academic Integrity at University

1pm

3pm

Meet GDST Year 13s planning to take the same uni subject, career or apprenticeship as you.  Make new friendships, and share knowledge, ideas and 
opportunities as you build your national network and prepare for future careers. Sign up and you’ll receive joining instructions to this virtual meet

A short introductory course on the elements of painting with discussion and analysis. 

Debunking the myths around what causes cancer. Understand the cellular and genetic mechanisms that lead to Cancer and how personalised 
treatment will work.

An introduction to some key aspects of postmodern thought and how literature reflects these ideas. Please note, there are two parts to this seminar. 
Part 1 on Wednesday 9th June @ 3pm and part 2 on Wednesday 16th June at 1pm. 

Exploration of how writers create dystopian realities through the power of fiction. 

The case of Adama Traore, who died in police custody, resonates in France within the context of the Black Lives Matter movement.  We will develop 
an understanding of the broken relationship between the police and young people from the French suburbs.  

How to get the most out of your History degree - hints and tips, research, academia 

An introduction to some of the key ideas in International Business Management

A philosophical look at scientific development moving on to the most startling consequence of special relativity- time dilation.

Hear from a serving police officer, a GDST alumna 

A comparison of the scriptural analyses of Frank Morison & Ian Wilson in determining the authenticity and reliability of Gospel sources: what 
happened to the most famous dead body of all time?

An introduction to common veterinary parasites and the worming resistance debate. 

Exploration Into One Of The Most Controversial Criminal Court Cases Of All Time

Playing high level sport within school (or in external clubs) and want to know how to get involved in university sport? This will give advice on 
contacting coaches, pre-season training and joining university sports clubs. 

Effective Altruism - a session about answering one simple question: how can we use our resources to help others the most?

Ensuring good academic practice to avoid cheating, collusion and copying with a basic intro to referencing styles and overview of ‘contract cheating’

Early Years and 
Primary Education

We’ve all been to primary school as children but you won’t know the fantastic 
challenges and opportunities a career in Primary Education offers. Be ready for 
surprises about the variety and joy of the profession plus some laughs – small 
children bring a very special sense of humour and you’ll need one yourself!



An introduction to some of the key ideas in International Business Management

THURSDAY 10TH JUNE LIMITLESS LEARNING

Enjoy the journey

Politics, Sociology, Law 
& Philosophy

Mathematics, Physics 
& Astronomy

German at University

Medicine

History
Linguistics & Film

Product Design

Chemistry
Classical Studies

English at University

Sociology and Social Sciences

Biomedical Science

Physics for YOUR future

Environmental Science

Spanish

1pm

3pm

Leaving school this year will be fundamentally different to anything previous generations have experienced before, and transitioning to an unfamiliar 
environment may be even more challenging. Gaining a deeper understanding of the mind can help you promote a calm and resilient response and 
meet this challenge head on. Clare Benka will be running a 60 minute webinar designed to help you navigate this time. She will be exploring how you 
can manage stress and anxiety, provide your friends with much needed support, and establish an individual narrative that promotes a positive and 
proactive response to whatever lies ahead. The webinar will…
• Outline the core psychological challenges you are facing
• Introduce relevant research from psychology that can help you to better manage uncertainty
• Provide practical insights and advice specifically tailored to help you manage your mind during times of uncertainty
• Provide an opportunity for questions. 

Planning to study Biology or Biomedical science? Come and discuss with us in this seminar why being a women is bad for your health. 

Applying wave particle duality to chemistry in a more detailed look at bonding and reaction mechanisms

Join this seminar if you are planning to study English at university. Please note this has a 4pm start time

This is where science, geography, economics, politics, psychology and many more collide! We will analyse some of the hope giving case studies in 
this BBC Radio 4 series to see if they can provide a realistic solution to the climate crisis.

Doomed to fail: the impossible task of creating art in Ovidian poetry (Part 2)

Join this seminar if you are planning to study German at univeristy

An introduction to 19th Century ‘degeneracy’ theory 

Ideal for future languages, film or media studies students, this creative ‘snapshot’ introduces audio-visual translation theory

Partial Derivatives (for function of two or more independent variables), First order, then higher order derivatives.This would be suitable for 
Mathematicians, engineers and physicists.

Many Medical Schools now use ‘Problem Based Learning ‘ as an eductaional tool. This is an insight into a PBL session.

Covering topics that you may not have encountered during A Levels but may need for your degree

This session will follow the development of the idea of justice in social and political thought. It is for those interested in politics, sociology, law and 
philosophy.

Learn the skills needed to  provide solutions which empower some of the most impoverished communities in the world

A discussion of how media globalisation is affecting our views and reshaping our thoughts and perceptions. 

Guided discussion in Spanish on the themes observed in the stylish Mexican film Roma, set in the turbulent 70s in Ciudad de México. 

Spanish for beginners
When the party’s over and you need a 

chicken tikka masala
Personal Safety for women 

Limitless Leadership 

If you are keen to learn some basic Spanish, this is your course.

A fun cook along where you will learn how to make an authentic curry with fresh ingredients and can be adapted to suit a vegetarian diet. 

This BIG Night Out workshop aims to give students a working understanding of personal safety during a typical night out. This workshop will give you 
a working knowledge of basic self-defence techniques and an understanding of when and why they are appropriate.

Follow a self-guided online course that covers key elements of leadership to give you the self-knowledge and confidence to lead effectively as you 
head to university and the modern workplace. Then join these live sessions to discuss module 1 (Leadership styles, 10th June) and module 2 (The 
Modern Workplace, 17th June)



FRIDAY 11TH JUNE LIMITLESS LEARNING

Bring it on!

Help!  I’ve got a hole in 
my pocket, how can I 

manage my finances better?

English
Philosophy

Veterinary Seminar

Classical Studies

So, that gap year...

1pm

3pm

A talk on the transition to university, focusing on both the academic differences between sixth form/college and university, but also looking at moving 
away from home, increased independence as a student, and the support available to students.

A look at the art and literature of the Ancient Near East alongside Classical art and literature. Features key pieces from the British Museum and the 
epic Gilgamesh.

Make It New! Explore the context and writers of this experimental movement.

Everything you want to know about your vet course with a sprinkle of nursing and biovet sciences from a recent(ish) grad

Discussing and sharing ideas, opportunities, challanges and tips for gap years.

A critical investigation into Sartre’s existentialism as presented in his play, ‘No Exit.’

Independent living is expensive. Learn how to manage finances to avoid money stress as much as possible.



MONDAY 14TH JUNE LIMITLESS LEARNING

City Social 1

The Trial of O.J Simpson 
(Part 2) 

Nutrition

Maths and Computer Science

Physics

Music

Classical music’s greatest hits

Criminology and History
Dance

Italian

Do I need to live on baked 
beans? Managing your finances 

Archaeology and Anthropology

Politics and American Studies

Marine Biology

Climate Change & Sustainability: 
From learning to action

1pm

3pm

Meet GDST students going to live, study and work in (or near!) the city you’ll be moving to next year. Make new friends ahead 
of your big move, ready to support you as you start your exciting new chapter. Sign up and you’ll receive joining instructions to 
this virtual meet. 

An anthropological perspective on the processes which convert the biological being that is a newborn baby into a socially defined “person”.

A study of historical documents and consideration of the legal, social, and political implications of the case

An introduction to Italian post-war (WW2) cinema: Neorealism.

An introduction to some of the main biogeochemical systems and organisms in the ocean with a discussion of how different types of plastics may 
interfere with these

The history of Jazz dance through Musical Theatre and the Healthy Dancer (Part 2)

From niche modelling to cyber security: how data science changes the way we think.

An introduction to deep analysis of some Western Classical ‘hits’ and select repertoire incorporating more adventurous compositional styles 
throughout the 20th Century. Scores to be sent in advance for pre-listening.

An exploration into how our eating habits have changed considerably from the era of prehistoric man to modern times. 

An introduction to Einstein’s theory of special relativity, exploring time dilation and length contratction, velocity addition and Lorentz transformations.

An introdruction to the wonderful world of American politics 

Exploration Into One Of The Most Controversial Criminal Court Cases Of All Time

A look at the most popular pieces of classical music in the UK. An exploration of why they are so loved, the social and historical factors that shaped 
them, and a dive into the music itself. 

Hints and tips for managing your banking and finances at university and beyond.

Want to make a real difference? Passionate about saving our planet? A workshop not to miss. 

Communication skills: from reel to real 
(managing the lockdown transition)
How Megatrends are changing the 

world of work and how is this impacting 
the way we work at PwC

Join a drama teacher for this exciting session. Gather tips and tricks to express yourself with confidence, clarity and conviction 

In this session you’ll learn about the 5 key megatrends identified by PwC and other global changes, the impact they’re are having in the business 
world and how we’re adapting the way we work at PwC.

English Putting the Earth First: Overcoming the Human Ego in Nature Poetry 

Classical Studies A brief history of the Latin language (with elements of Greek) from 5 Century BC to Medieval Latin. Extension work for those studying Classics at 
university. Non-linguists welcome too.



TUESDAY 15TH JUNE LIMITLESS LEARNING

Subject Social 1

Physics

Linguistics and Film

English Literature

Medicine

International Relations

Spanish

Chemistry
Classical Studies

Drama and Theatre

Sport and Sport Science

Architecture
Business, Finance, Management 

and Economics

Neuroscience

Earth Sciences and Geography

Zoology

1pm

3pm

Meet GDST Year 13s planning to take the same uni subject, career or apprenticeship as you.  Make new friendships, and share knowledge, ideas and 
opportunities as you build your national network and prepare for future careers. Sign up and you’ll receive joining instructions to this virtual meet.

A look at the different ways of experiencing the city, its buildings and its inhabitants and how this can help inform architectural design.

Join this university bridging seminar led by PwC

History of drug design and the journey of drugs from lab to shop shelf.

Join this seminar if you are planning to study drama or theatre at university. 

An investigation to determine the scale of the Snowball Earth ice age.

Doomed to fail: the impossible task of creating art in Ovidian poetry (Part 3)

Do you marvel at the power of words? This session will allow us to analyse writers’ choices at a molecular, even an atomic level, by considering some 
short extracts together.

Twenty years after the last serious effort at a peace process failed; is this conflict doomed to last forever?

Subtitling and dubbing for film and TV

A case based introduction to medical sciences and clincal skills

A look at finding and understanding some neural networks

The Science and Philosophy of Sci Fi - Teleportation  

We will explore key scenes of this film and analyse how satire has been used throughout. The film will be uploaded to Planet e-stream to watch the 
film pre-seminar.

Exploring a dissertation in sport

Considering the relationships between animal resevoirs and potential human hosts. What implications are there for future spillover events and the 
next human pandemic.

Hey Citizen! How to be an 
awesome member of society. 

Make a difference in the world

So you want to make a difference in the world. Where do you start? Raise a petition? Run for parish council? Blockade Westminster bridge? Perhaps 
all three. This session will help you navigate the daunting twists and turns of being an active citizen in the 21st century. We’re all very good at talking 
about the problems in the world, but we don’t always know what we can do to help. A fun, enlightening and exciting look at how you can be a truly 
active citizen. This session will give you that confidence toolkit to go out there and make things better in society. Citizens Assemble!

Be Confident with Research Start your life as a university student with an advantage. Using case studies look at how to read broadly and critically and how to feel confident in your 
research from the beginning of your course.

Life hacks and interior design 
for your university room

What will you need from Ikea? Making your room yours. Quick tips to make life that little bit easier!



WEDNESDAY 16TH JUNE LIMITLESS LEARNING

Oceanography

English Literature
Fashion

Law

Education

Medicine

1pm An introduction to learning about teaching in school. Great for anyone about to do an education degree or thinking about becoming a teacher 
further down the line. 

Make It New! Explore the context and writers of this experimental movement.

Everything you want to know about your vet course with a sprinkle of nursing and biovet sciences from a recent(ish) grad

Hear from a first year Medic, sponsored by the Navy, and from an Army doctor about what to expect at Medical school  

How does history inform the present? Join this seminar to discuss the value of historical context. 

An investigation to explore if we should be concerned about the possibility of the thermohaline circulation shutting down.

GDST Graduation Assembly3pm Tune in to hear from the GDST’s CEO Cheryl Giovannoni in this GDST Graduation Assembly



THURSDAY 17TH JUNE LIMITLESS LEARNING

Stand out applications for 
summer or gap year jobs

Limitless Leadership

Philosophy and 
Religious Studies

11am Exploration of how we compare religion, cultural norms and ethical issues.

Advice and support to apply for part time jobs, volunteer or gap year roles.

Follow a self-guided online course that covers key elements of leadership to give you the self-knowledge and confidence to lead effectively as you 
head to university and the modern workplace. Then join these live sessions to discuss module 1 (Leadership styles, 10th June) and module 2 (The 
Modern Workplace, 17th June)
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